We study correlated switchings of superconducting nanobridge probed with train of current pulses. For pulses with low repetition rate each pulse transits the superconducting bridge to normal state with probability P independent of the outcomes in the preceding pulses. We show that with reduction of the time interval between pulses long range correlation between pulses occurs: stochastic switching in a single pulse rises temperature of the bridge and affects outcome of the probing for next pulses. As a result, an artificial intricate stochastic process with adjustable strength of correlation is produced. We identify regime where apparent switching probability exhibits the thermal hysteresis with discontinuity at a critical current amplitude of the probing pulse. This engineered stochastic process can be viewed as an artificial phase transition and provides an interesting framework for studying correlated systems. Due to its extreme sensitivity on the control parameter, i.e. electric current, temperature or magnetic field, it offers opportunity for ultra-sensitive detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of Josephson junction (JJ) switching are widely used to study decay of metastable states, when junction transits from superconducting to finite voltage state [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . They allow for experimental determination of the current-phase relation [6] and find application in sensing tiny magnetic moments if two junction are connected to form a SQUID loop [7] . They are used for read-out of superconducting qubits [8] , detecting electromagnetic noise [9] or single photons [10] . Measurement of the switching probability as a function of biasing current yields S-shaped curve. Its exact shape bears information about fluctuation mechanism underlying the escape process. For underdamped junctions the escape is triggered by a single thermal fluctuation or macroscopic quantum tunneling event that leads to running of the superconducting phase down the tilted washboard potential [3, 4] . However, for a junction in the overdamped regime transition from superconducting to normal state cannot be explained by assumption of a single fluctuation and instead involves phase diffusion eventually leading to escape [11, 12] . For wires more intricate stochastic process is predicted: the switching to normal state is the result of consecutive phase slip events with each phase slip increasing the probability for the next phase slip to occur [13] . The independent switching experiments manifest themselves in the binomial distribution of switchings for a fixed value of the probing current: JJ behaves like a coin for which head and tail * zgirski@ifpan.edu.pl experiment is performed [14] . By virtue of independence switching probability is not affected by the outcome of the probing in any other pulse. An intriguing situation arises if we introduce correlation between switching events by reducing the time interval between probing pulses. It has been shown [14] that in this case after successful switching event system has no time to relax to thermal equilibrium and the probability of the next switching is increased. It leads to violation of binomial distribution and emergence of exotic distributions. In the current work we investigate the correlated switching measurements for nanobridge probed with a novel probing protocol. We demonstrate, for the first time, hysteretic switching current dependencies exhibiting the metastable behaviour for a critical value of the probing current. We argue that this behaviour is desired for threshold detection of various physical signals and may emulate natural stochastic processes, involving the phase-slip avalanche which is possibly responsible for the superconductingnormal-state transition in nanowires [13] .
II. SAMPLE AND PROBING PROTOCOL
We fabricate a superconducting nanobridge (width = 70nm) interrupting long nanowire (width = 600nm) connected to large area contact pads at both sides (inset of Fig. 1 ). The structure is prepared by means of conventional one step e-beam lithography followed by evaporation of 30nm thick aluminum on the 300 µm thick silicon substrate. We test the bridge with train of N current pulses. In response to each pulse, dependently on the probing current amplitude and fluctuations, the bridge may remain in the superconducting state or transit to a normal state in the process known as switching. For low probing currents bridge never switches, for high current it always switches. At the intermediate values of current the bridge switches on average n times. The ratio n/N is an estimator for switching probability P and renders familiar S-shaped curve as probing current increases ( Fig. 1 ). For the exact description of the method please refer to our earlier works [14] [15] [16] . The switching current dependence on temperature (see inset in Fig. 1 ) makes the bridge fast and sensitive thermometer [16] , as it is evident from mutual shift of S curves measured at different temperatures (Fig. 1 ). The S curve is usually collected for independent pulses: the outcome in a single pulses does not influence the outcome in the subsequent pulses. In the current investigations we intentionally correlate switching events using time interval between pulses as a knob for controlling the strength of correlation. For pulse periods ∆t = 100µs no correlation is observed and switching events can be considered to be independent. With reduction of the period, switching in a single pulse start to influence the measuring result in subsequent pulses ( Fig. 2 ) leading to steepening of the S curve. The further reduction of the period destroys familiar picture of S curve: number of swichings n corresponding to a fixed probing current amplitude seems to be completely random as it is revealed on the scattered curve presented in Fig. 2 (∆τ = 0.55µs). Below we present qualitative explanation for observed correlated dependencies. We reserve notion of probability for independent events, while generally we will use the switching number n/N specifying number of switching events in the total number N of probing pulses.
III. HYSTERETIC S CURVES AND METASTABLE STATES
We demonstrate and analyze correlated switching events, when system has no time to recover back the equilibrium before arrival of the next testing pulse. In the following, to investigate effect of correlated switching, we send pulses in a continuous train to support correlation effects even between distant pulses (Fig. 3 ). The choice for such a train will become clear further in the text. We wait at each pulse amplitude allowing the local phonon temperature to equilibrate at a new value. Then we record the number of switchings in the temporal window extending over N =10000 probing pulses. The larger n(I A ) in the total number of testing pulses N , the higher average local phonon temperature [14] (Fig. 3) . As a result, points of higher apparent switching probability P = n(I A )/N belong to S curves measured at higher temperatures in the independent regime (shifted towards smaller values of the testing current), Fig. 4 . For moderate phonon overheating S curve becomes steeper, but at shorter testing periods, the increase in n(I A ) above a critical value n C would be accompanied by temperature rise corresponding to smaller value of the testing current I A and back-bending of n(I A ) dependence ( Fig. 4 , black dotted curve). Since I A is increased monotonically, n(I A ) Fig. 1 ). Moderate correlation leads to steepening of S curve (red thick line). On reducing probing period discontinuous transition in the switching number n is visible at n = nC giving rise to thermally stabilized hysteresis (black dotted curve).
exhibits abrupt transition from state n(I A = I C ) = n C to the state n(I A ) = N . We call this new phenomenon the ensemble switching, for it involves all testing pulses (Fig. 5) . The phenomenon has an avalanche character and relies on a thermal feedback mechanism: upon exceeding a threshold for the testing current I C , small increase in the independent switching probability increases number of switchings. It, in turn, leads to increased phonon temperature thus further increasing switching probabilities. The new stable state is the one with every pulse switching the wire to the normal state. Unlike for an independent switching experiment with uncorrelated pulses, where all values of n(I A ) are stable, in the correlated regime n(I A ) can exhibit only values up to n C or n = N . Once the ensemble switching happens local phonon temperature becomes significantly elevated above bath temperature. Starting from state with n = N and lowering current first we observe small suppression in the switching number n. It, in turn, leads to reduction of the temperature thus further reducing switching probability and transition to the state with small value of n. We call this transition the ensemble retrapping.
Ramping current amplitude up and down while using the continuous pulse generation renders hysteretic loops with hysteresis more pronounced for more strongly correlated pulses (Fig. 6) . When the probing current amplitude is increased we see abrupt transition at n C with n C lower for shorter intervals between probing pulses. In the fully correlated regime, when the single switching triggers the ensemble switching, n C = 0 and n(I A ) shows only two stable values: n = 0 or n = N . The corresponding trace defines a rectangular hysteresis with the ensemble switching and retrapping occurring at random current values. We call such an ensemble switching in the fully correlated regime the panic switching [14] .
It is important to emphasis that for the hysteretic loop to be observable, the continuous pulse train must be used. If a finite-length pulse train was applied (i.e. the train with N pulses of the definite I A amplitude), the bridge would relax to the bath temperature prior to arrival of the next train and "the retrapping part" of the hysteretic loop would not be accessible.
IV. DISCUSSION
The artificial stochastic process we have created remains in strong analogy to the process which is responsi- Hysteresis loops: Probing current dependencies of the switching number n/N for different temporal spacing ∆τ between probing pulses obtained for the continuous train measurement. The rightmost curve is acquired in the independent regime. The leftmost hysteretic loop corresponds to the fully correlated regime, i.e. the panic switching [14] .
ble for switching superconducting wires due to multiple phase slip mechanism [13] . In the former case switching in a single pulse increases probability for switching dur-ing next pulses, in the latter case a single phase slip occurrence increases probability for appearing next phase slips. In both cases accumulated heating leads eventually to phase transition (we extend the meaning of phase transition to artificial process which we describe). Multiphase slip escape is conventionally analyzed by means of mean first passage time approach, which evaluates the lifetime of the metastable state [17] . The approach allows to consider continuous stochastic process with phase slips appearing at any time. It is in contrast to our artificial stochastic process which is discrete with single switching events appearing at well-defined moments, bounded by duration of the testing pulse.
We have presented abrupt transition in the switching number n/N at a critical value of the probing current amplitude and have coined it the ensemble switching. We also observed such switching upon increasing bath temperature by a fraction of miliKelvin. Similarly one may expect to see the transition for small change in magnetic flux if instead of the single junction one uses a SQUID. Abrupt transition observed in the correlated measurements means that extremely small change in the control parameter (i.e. probing current, temperature, magnetic flux) changes stochastic process dramatically: from a setting when there are rare random bunched switchings observed, the system is transformed to fully deterministic configuration when each probing pulse drives the superconductor − normal metal transition. Owning to inher-ent thermal feedback imposed by correlations, the transition exhibits a latching effect as revealed on the hysteretic probing current dependencies.
One may argue that above features i.e. the hysteresis with discontinuity at a transition point, are desired for a detector, e.g. it can be employed for detecting magnetization reversals that produce tiny changes in magnetic flux [7] . Magnetic flux dependence of the switching probability P (Φ) in the independent regime is an S curve with a finite slope dP/dΦ. In the correlated regime this slope becomes effectively infinite, thus making detector very sensitive. We speculate that such a detector would be less sensitive to electromagnetic and thermal noise since the ensemble switching involves many single switching events and appears only in response to a permanent change in the control parameter: the slow response of the phonon temperature [14] imposes a low pass filtering on the ensemble transition. Unless the switching events are fully correlated, a single accidental switching event is not capable of driving the ensemble transition. It is in contrast to the transition edge sensors (TES) for which obtaining a stable operation in the narrow superconducting transition may be challenging [18] [19] [20] . The fast dynamical response of the TES may appear problematic in a noisy environment. The presented ensemble switching could be a detection scheme of choice when extraction of the permanent change in the monitored signal buried in the ambient noise is required. The another difference compared to the TES is opportunity to observe ensemble transition at wide range of temperatures i.e. it is possible to adjust the hysteresis for each temperature by tuning the duration between testing pulses. Having demonstrated experimentally the feasibility of the proposed scheme ( Fig. 5) , it remains up to future studies to verify its sensitivity.
V. CONCLUSION
Our work gives understanding of unconventional behavior of nanoscale superconducting structures arising from the thermal feedback in the strongly correlated regime. We have engineered discrete stochastic process with controllable strength of correlation which may facilitate understanding of similar processes observed indirectly in nature, e.g. for the multi-phase slip driven superconductor-normal metal transition. Our artificially produced stochastic trajectories, like the one presented in the Fig. 5 , provide an interesting experimental framework for studying lifetimes of metastable states. The introduced switching protocol, using continuous pulse trains, can be used as a basis for a hysteretic detectors of magnetic flux, current and temperature when a vanishingly small, but permanent changes of these parameters are traced.
